RF FREQUENCY INDICATORS
RF EXPLORER®

Affordable Spectrum Analysis

We couldn’t believe our eyes when we saw what this beauty can do: display
frequency spectrum, including carrier and modulated wave, display Spread
Spectrum activity if that exists, and show bandwidth to monitor frequency
crowding, frequency deviation from expected, etc.
What does that mean? It means you can see what frequencies are present and
the strength of each signal. Check cell phones, wi-fi, cordless phones, FM radio,
CB radio, and a wide range of other wireless signals. Covers 15-2700MHz
(1kHz resolution) with no gaps, and with excellent dynamic range (-115dBm to
0dBm). High capacity Lithium polymer
(included) for 16+ hours of continuous run,
rechargeable by USB. Peak Max and Hold,
Normal, Overwrite and Averaging modes. Can
even connect to your PC! (USB cable not
included) Lifetime free firmware upgrades.
Pocket size and light weight, completely
portable, solid aluminum metal case. 2 year wty.
Two separate inputs and two antennas supplied:
Frequency
Dynamic Range
Absolute Max input
Left
Up to 960 MHz
-115dBm to 0dBm
+5dBm
Right
Above 960 MHz
-110dBm to -10dBm
+30dBm
Very sensitive, Avoid over-ranging near strong transmitters. (Cat. #N197) …… $359.00

RF FIELD AND FREQUENCY COUNTER
Measures Signal Strength and Tells Frequency of Primary Signal
Designed for quick measurement of high frequency (RF)
frequency of the primary signal. It has broad bandwidth
(100MHz to 8GHz), high sensitivity (-55dBm to 0dBm)
and fast response time. Great for wi-fi, cellphones and
most wireless devices you would find around the home
or office. Large LCD display gives lots of information
including rolling history of last 32 readings. Internal
antenna. Uses 2x AA batteries, not included. Model
MD18

field strength and

Peak power measurement: 0.5 µW/m² to 1800 mw/m² (14 mV/m to 26.29 V/m)
Ultra fast frequency display for digital burst signals: 100MHz to 2.4GHz
RF Field and Frequency Counter (Cat. #N434) ……… $189.95

LOW FREQUENCY COUNTER
Hand-Held Counter With Bench Top Performance
So you want to check extremely low frequencies down to 3 Hz? Doing biomagnetic or paranormal work? Interested in harmonics in your power?
Low Frequency Counter provides outstanding value and versatility that
rivals or exceeds counters costing much more. Large eight digit LCD display
gives plenty of information about the predominant incoming frequency
and the good nominal input sensitivity provides stable readings. Covers
the entire frequency range of 3 Hz to 3 GHz so you can check most low
frequency sources. Probe/antenna not included, but it works well with
MagCheck (field must exceed 15 mG), telescoping antenna and other
probes available from The EMF Safety SuperStore with suitable adapters.
Low Frequency Counter (Cat. #N422) ……………..………… $299.95
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